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EXPLANATORY NOTE

Despite existing regulations prohibiting the trade and possession of 
contrabands in our different correctional facilities, the menacing activity of 
contraband hoarding and the seeming ineptitude of prison authorities to put an end to 
this activity still plague our penal system.

The series of raids conducted by the Department of Justice together with the 
agents of the National Bureau of Investigation and the officers of the Bureau of 
Corrections (BuCor), the Philippine National Police, and the Philippine Drug 
Enforcement Agency proved that the New Bilibid Prison has become a hub of 
continuing criminality. In December 2014, authorities uncovered a cache of high- 
powered firearms and cash in the felons’ quarters. Convicts, particularly high-profile 
drug dealers, also enjoy some amenities of private individuals like air-conditioned 
rooms with TV sets, Wi-Fi, refrigerators, Jacuzzis and sauna, hi-tech entertainment 
systems, concert equipment, aquariums, bar and kitchen, and back-up power 
generators. They also sported pricey watches, had wads of cash in their pockets, as if 
they were living in plush subdivisions and not in the national penitentiary.

Another publicized raid in November of 2015 revealed similar results wherein 
guns, bladed weapons, luxury items, and substantial amounts of money were found in 
the possession of inmates. The most recent raid conducted by the authorities last May 
still proved that contrabands are still rampant inside our national penitentiary. It would 
then seem that the so-called “Oplan Galugad” of the BuCor had not prevented the 
proliferation of these contraband items inside our prisons.

The supposed heavy constraints and policing, stringent inspection, and eminent 
police presence inside the national penitentiary proved not to deter the temerity and 
boldness of inmates in hoarding, using and generating lots of money in contrabands.

The seeming continued proliferation of contraband in prison is an appalling 
show of contempt for our justice system, whose main purpose is to reform and 
rehabilitate inmates for their eventual return to society. A convicted criminal resists 
reformation when he is still exposed to the very objects that had caused his 
incarceration. Indeed, it would be difficult for an inmate to feel some remorse 
considering that he still has the comforts of home even when he is behind bars.

This proposal, patterned after Title 18, Part I Chapter 87 of the U.S. Code 
Series of 1791, aims to put a stop to the shenanigans happening inside our prison 
facility by penalizing those who would provide, assist, aid or abet in the introduction














